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Полный список слов HSK4 полный список слов HSK4 (плюс некоторые!) всей необходимой информацией: китайский, Pinyin, Английский 2 примера предложения для каждого. Это, если вы сделать свой собственный флэш-карты палубе (Anki) или просто проверить через электронную таблицу.
Tutormandarin предложения первоначально созданы - не имеют лицензии для любого коммерческого использования - но не стесняйтесь пользоваться - Лично. Наши учебные программы разработаны вокруг стандартов HSK, что, эти же слова, которые составляют наш промежуточный 2. The
разбивает 45 на 45 хорошо организованных 45 на интересные the практические темы. HSK 4 Полный список слов Скачать sic. Перейти содержанию 4y List этом разделе вы можете скачать слова для подготовки HSK 4 4 4 d почтового почтового, 7 7 7 7 7 000 4 000 4 000 , 4 000 документ PDF внутри
или 4 000 4 000 4 1st 4th 4th 4th 4th 4th 4th Документ документ документ 4th 2000 4th HomeHSK списком слов'Интернете. Вы также можете использовать отдельную страницу на сайте, списком слов, Интернете, возможностью поиска словами для легкого обучения. Этот список содержит 1200 слов,
необходимых для подготовки 1200 экзамену. Этот список 600 предыдущих слов HSK 1, 2, 3 еще 600 слов для HSK 4. Каждый список содержит иероглифы, пиньинь, перевод на английский язык. (архивный файл ЗИП) (Файл PDF) 1. Aunt йо 2. Ah No 3. Short i 4. Love 5. Hobbies: 6. Love 7. qínɡ 7. Quiet 8
jìnɡ. Schedule йон Паи 9. Safety Ен Куан 10. On йон Шё 11. According to йо 12. Eight би 13. Put b- 14. Dad бэ bɑ 15. Let bɑ 16. White Би 17. 100 b-i 18. 10% b'i f'n zh' 19. Class бюн 20. Moving бюн 21. Method бюн f--- 22. Office бюн ɡōnɡ шо 23. Half бюн 24. Help bānɡ mánɡ 25. Help bānɡ 26. Stick bànɡ 27.
Package бяо 28. Buns бяо ци 29. Full b-o 30. Protection b-o-31. Guaranteed b-zhènɡ 32. Registration - mínɡ 33. Newspaper - био zhǐ 34. Hold -35. Sorry - био циан 36. Cup Беи Ци 37. North Беи fānɡ 38. Beijing Беи jīnɡ 39. Times Беи 40. Was Бей 41. This бюн 42. Originally бюн-лаи 43. Stupid бюн 44. Nose би
Ци 45. than bǐ 46. Comparison bǐ джиао 47. For example bǐ 48. Race bǐ 49. Notebook bǐ йо бюн 50. Must бэ 51. Graduation бэ йо 52. Change биан 53. All Биан 54. Standard биао zhǔn 55 лет. Form bi-ɡé 56. Represents bi-шэ 57. Performance Биао y'n 58. Praise bi-yánɡ 59. Don биа 60. Others Био Рин 61. Hotel
бюн ɡuǎn 62. Refrigerator bīnɡ xiānɡ 63. Biscuit bǐnɡ ɡān 64. And bìnɡ qi' 65. PhD бе шэ 66. No Бе 67. Not only is it... And... бю дин ... Эр Цие ... 68. Had to -бе 69. Regardless бе ɡuǎn 70. However бе ɡuò 71. Not only БЗ jǐn 72. Unseedly бе 73 ци 73. Part бе фен 74. Wipe 75. Guess 76. Material 77. лиазо 77.
Cuisine 78. Menu дин 79. Visit 80 ɡuān шень. Attend сан-джи 81. Restaurant 82 tīnɡ. Grass c-o 83. Toilet 84. suǒ 84. Layer. 85. 茶 86. 差 cha 87. 差不多 cha-be-du-du-88. ⻓ chánɡ 89. ⻓城 chánɡ chénɡ 90. ⻓江 chánɡ jiānɡ 91. 尝 chánɡ 92. 场 chǎnɡ 93. 唱歌 chànɡ ɡē 94. 超过 chao ɡuò 95. 超市 Chao Sho 96. 衬衫
Shen Shen 97. 成功 chénɡ ɡōnɡ 98. 成绩 chénɡ yo 99. 成为 chénɡ wai 100. 诚实 chénɡ's 101. 城市 chénɡ's 102. 乘坐 chénɡ 103. 吃 104. 吃惊 jīnɡ 105. 迟到 cha deo 106. 重新 chónɡ hen 107. 抽烟 Chow Yon 108. 出 109. 出差 cha-teas 110. 出发 cha-fe 111. 出⽣ cha shēnɡ 112. 出现 Cha Xiang 113. 出租⻋ cha ze che
114. 除了 cha le 115. 厨房 cha fánɡ 116. 穿 Chuan 117. 传真 Chuan Jun 118. 船 Chuan 119. 窗户 chuānɡ 120 hu. 春 Chhon 121. 词典 si diǎn 122. 词语 with yǔ 123. 次 124. 聪明 cōnɡ mínɡ 125. 从 cónɡ 126. 从来 cónɡ l'i 127. 粗⼼ so hyun 128. 存 129. 错 130. 错误 kue wa 131. 答案 d'n 132. 打扮 dǎ a bun 133. 打电话 dǎ
dian hua 134. 打篮球 dǎ Liang Xi 135. 打扰 de rǎo 136. 打扫 d'sǎo 137. 打算 dǎ suɑn 138. 打印 dǎ y'n 139. 打招呼 dǎ zh'o hu 140. 打折 dǎ no 141. 打针 dǎ Jun 142. De 143. The question概 de ɡài 144. The question is家 de gio 145. The question使馆 de she ɡuǎn 146. The question约 d'ua 147. The question is夫 deja vu
148. 带 deja vu 149. 戴 150. 担⼼ d'n x'n mini-test at HSK Vocab Level 4 there are three sections on this fourth level: listening insight, reading understanding and writing (a total of 100 points). The passage of HSK 4 proves that you can communicate in Chinese on a wide range of subjects and are free to communicate
with native Chinese speakers. There are a total of 1,200 words on this HSK 4 Vocabulary list. Please download the PDF version here the iPad is an excellent device for accomplishing many things and of course writing is no exception. Soon many of us will go to school, college, university, or maybe go back to work, which
means that writing will once again become an integral part of our lives. If you want to save the trees as well as your nerves when searching for that important piece you wrote yesterday, go digital! Choose the most convenient app from the list below and write everything you want and wherever you are. Related theme: 33
Best Blogging apps of 2018 (Android and iOS) iAWriter is an app that has been highly rated by virtually all the fashion magazines out there - TIME, Forbes, The Guardian, and many others. The app provides you with a clear interface without distractions, so you could fully focus on writing. If you really need to focus, you
can turn on a focus mode that obscures everything except the item you're working on. If you write at night, choose light in dark mode, so that your eyes are not tired. So, the first advantage of the app is that everything is super And clean. Because sometimes even people with excellent writing skills make mistakes or use
inappropriate words, there's a built-in editor that helps make sentences more consistent. Ready texts can be saved in HTML, docx, pdf, export to WordPress, Medium, etc. so if you're a blogger or writer or some other kind of content creator, this is probably the best option for you! You can also like: 15 Best Movie Apps for
iPad back in the Page menu is more than just a writing app. It is a space to express yourself in many ways that are related to writing. You can choose from different styles, shapes and patterns that will fit your needs. Normally, one would write a resume, a letter, or even a digital book on a PC, but this app really
revolutionizes these old ways. This allows you to do all these writing tasks on your iPad (or iPhone). Moreover, it allows you to draw directly in your projects, which is very convenient - to create a picture with a PC is still much more difficult. Another plus is cooperation - you can work on projects with someone or with your
team. So, if you need a writing app to create cool project writing or just something that requires extra detail (rather than just text), this is a good option to consider! back to the menu - Ulysses is very similar to iAWriter. It also offers a clear interface that allows you to immerse yourself in the process of creating text. It's



easy to use and has all the tools you need to deal with editing, formats, etc. by the way, you can keep your work in different ways - HTML, PDF, docx. You can even place it directly on WordPress or medium. Thus, basically, we can observe all the functions that are also present in iAWriter. Synchronization, cool-looking
library, autosave ... There are a lot of great opportunities in this. The app requires a subscription though, so if you're the money, it's best to compare prices first. You can use the 14-day free trial and then decide whether you want to save the app. It is known to every computer user in the world. The biggest advantage of
the program is its functionality. You can use numerous tools to make your text look exactly the way you want it. What's more, you can use comments in order to collaborate with others on your written projects. Reading mode allows you to view documents. Documents can be stored in different formats - everything as
usual. So if you prefer the good old ways, this is your best bet! It really doesn't matter whether you're using an iPad, PC, or any other device, Microsoft Word is present everywhere. By the way makes synchronization between devices easier and more accessible. back to the menu - History planner for your writers yours
can be an extremely convenient tool for creating new stories and type on it (obviously). Some people neglect this function even if they are involved in writing. It really doesn't matter if you're a writer or not, in any case, if you need to write a story, report, article, scientific work you'll surely find this story planner useful. The
main feature of this application is that it allows you to make a content plan for a future story and fill each chapter in a convenient order for you. Thus, all your notes will be organized and structured. Another curious feature of this app is that it even allows you to create profiles for characters so you can remember all the
special features you gave them while writing. You can also outline your written projects. You can as well as; 12 Free interactive board apps for iPad back to the menu - If you want a very simple app to write, select the notes taking the app! Sure, you have the default notes taking the app on your iPad, but if you don't like it,
you might want to consider getting a similar app. For example, Simplenote. Simplenote doesn't have much to offer, however it does its job very well, quickly and efficiently. You just open it and you write everything you need to write - ideas, notes, lists. If your collection of notes grows, you can use special tags and pins, so
you will find it easy to find the most necessary notes. Even though it's just a note-taking app, there's a collaboration feature - you can allow someone else to access your notes. All in all, it's a completely simple and wonderful app! Give it a shot. Going back to the menu and Notes taking apps is not all that simple.
Evernote is a prime example of this. Evernote is really the organizer - it will keep all the ideas, notes, texts, and everything else you've written in one place. Finding the necessary notes is easy! Writing notes is also not that difficult. You can add simple text notes, photos, audio, voice recordings and more. What's probably
best is that you can scan handwritten notes directly in the app, add some tags to scan, and then enjoy the full collection of your writings. The app can be synchronized between all the modern devices that exist today. He's very popular. So if what you need is to take and store notes, this is an amazing option for you! Back
to the menu - If aesthetics is important to you, you may want to consider getting the Typing Writer app. The application basically simulates what has long been forgotten - a typewriter. It provides all the details that are related to the traditional writing - sounds, inability to correct errors instantly, and even a special brush to
whiten errors. The best part of all this is that you can't fix anything until the job is done. This kind of improves performance, or at least makes you more accurate. In just one You get a good input machine on your iPad. Of course, all the texts produced can be saved and opened in any other word processor. If you choose
this one, you'll just make the writing process more enjoyable! All other details can be taken care of later. Whether you want to try this cute way of entering words or not, it's up to you. back to the menu - Editorial is the editor of iOS. The app has many interesting frills in it, such as a built-in web browser, Dropbox
integration, smart keyboard, and even a Python Script - all in order to make your workflow more efficient. If you want to make your email more automated, and if you often use this or that information in the same way, the app will help you save your time by doing half your work for you. The most difficult part is setting up
your settings. So if you need a sophisticated, customizable email app that you can customize to suit your needs, Editorial is the perfect choice! This will open up many interesting opportunities that no other writing application has to offer. back to the menu - Werdsmith - a beautiful and simple app for writing. It has 5
themes to choose from. The design is really attractive. In addition to the design, the app boasts an excellent user interface and Dropbox integration. You can sync between all Apple devices. The peculiarity of this is that it is more suitable for writers rather than bloggers. There is such a feature as creating a portfolio - you
can choose the best of your works and make them available to other users of the application if you want. You can also share your parts with your friends on Facebook or with your followers on Twitter. Last but not least, it's the ability to set goals - you can set a certain number of words that you need to write every day. So
you'll stay motivated and keep going no matter what! Overall, if you're a writer, this is for you. You can also like: 11 best animation apps for the iPad back on the menu - Writers, bloggers, notes, content creators... We should all object to our language! Being literate in today's world is important. It demonstrates the level of
education and the general culture. However, sometimes we all make mistakes. In order to avoid them, you just need to install Grammarly! Grammarly is an application that corrects grammar, spelling, punctuation errors and at the same time explaining the rule why it should be written in this way and not in another. So if
you've been using Grammarly for a while, you'll no longer need it! You will know about the most common errors and write appropriately without thinking. What's great is that Grammarly can be used as a standalone email app and be combined with other apps. Its main function helps to avoid mistakes. If you're not always
sure if you're using the right word or you need a comma in that place, you should definitely get it this I hope you liked the article. Write with pleasure and without errors. As always, be smart in your choice of apps! Application! best app to write notes on ipad. ipad calendar app you can write on. app to write on ipad. ipad
app to write on pdf. app to write notes on ipad. app to write on documents on ipad. what app to use to write notes on ipad. app to write on ipad screen
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